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We demonstrate a self-aligned lithographic technique for precision generation of
nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers within photonic nanostructures on bulk diamond
substrates. The process relies on a lithographic mask with nanoscale implantation
apertures for NV creation, together with larger features for producing waveguides
and photonic nanocavities. This mask allows targeted nitrogen ion implantation,
and precision dry etching of nanostructures on bulk diamond. We demonstrate
high-yield generation of single NVs at pre-determined nanoscale target regions on
suspended diamond waveguides. We report implantation into the mode maximum of
diamond photonic crystal nanocavities with a single-NV per cavity yield of ∼26%
and Purcell induced intensity enhancement of the zero-phonon line. The generation
of NV centers aligned with diamond photonic structures marks an important tool
for scalable production of optically coupled spin memories. C 2016 Author(s). All
article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4948746]
A key challenge for quantum information science is to efficiently entangle multiple quantum
memories for quantum networking and distributed quantum computing. The negatively charged nitrogen vacancy (NV) defect center in diamond satisfies critical requirements for solid-state qubits1,2
and stands out as one of the most promising atom-like solid state defects due to its optical addressability and long-lived electronic and nuclear spin states.3 Electron spin coherence times have been
observed to be in the milliseconds regime at room temperature4 and approaching one second at
cryogenic temperatures.5 These properties have enabled demonstrations of NV based quantum
registers,6 qubit gates,7 and NV-photon entanglement.8 Recently, NV-to-NV quantum entanglement9
and teleportation10 have been shown, conceivably enabling a network of numerous NVs remotely
entangled via two-photon quantum interference.11
However, the generation of scalable quantum networks is currently hindered by a slow entanglement rate (1 event per ∼250 s10) compared to the NV spin decoherence rate. Photon-mediated
entanglement relies on the successful entanglement of NV-emitted photons with its electron spin.12
Only photons emitted via the NV zero-phonon line (ZPL) can exhibit this property.13 However, the
NV natural decay rate into the ZPL is small, determined by a Debye Waller (DW) factor of ∼3%;14
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additionally, spatial collection and transmission losses limit the entanglement rate. An established
approach to increase spontaneous emission rates is to couple NVs to photonic cavities.15,16 When
an NV is located in a cavity with quality factor Q and mode volume Vmode ∼ ( λ/n )3, the spectrally
resolved spontaneous emission rate via its 637 nm ZPL is enhanced by the Purcell factor
max
FZPL = ξFZPL
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two separated NVs scales approximately with /DW in the regime of long distances,8 where
FZPL DW
is the probability that the NV emits via the cavity mode to a single-mode optical
β = 1+F
ZPL DW
17
link. Therefore, large improvements in entanglement rates can be achieved via NV-cavity coupling
1
for FZPL approaching DW
∼ 30 − 40. Recently NV-cavity systems were fabricated with Purcell
enhancement up to FZPL ∼ 60 (at cryogenic temperatures),18,19 in principle allowing for a ∼103
speed-up of the entanglement rate simply by redistributing emission into the ZPL and increasing
its transition rates;18 further enhancements are possible with improved spatial collection efficiency
from the nanocavity.
To reach high Purcell enhancement, cavities are typically designed20 with small mode volumes
Vmode. However, small mode volumes also require precise and accurate NV spatial positioning
into the mode maximum to reach near-unity overlap ξ. For the diamond cavity type discussed in
this paper, the NV must be placed within a 100 × 20 × 40 nm3 volume (within 90% of the mode
intensity maximum, represented in Fig. 2(b)) to achieve at least 90% of the maximum achievable
max
Purcell enhancement FZPL
. Traditional techniques for NV creation21,22 lack scalability. Targeted
NV creation can be achieved by focused nitrogen (N) ion beam implantation,23 or implantation
through nano-apertures defined in an e-beam resist layer24,25 but precise alignment is challenging
as it involves a two-step lithography process with mask overlay (masks for patterning and implantation are separate). Existing techniques that allow more precise NV-cavity alignment, such as ion
implantation through a pierced atomic-force microscope (AFM) tip,26 rely on a time-consuming
serial alignment and implantation process.
In this work we demonstrate a recently introduced nanofabrication method on bulk diamond27,28 that allows tens of nanometers precision in NV-to-cavity alignment while maintaining
high parallel fabrication throughput. Our technique makes use of a single silicon (Si) hard mask
for both patterning (by reactive ion etching of diamond) and generation of NV centers (by N
implantation and subsequent annealing). Because the same mask is used for the N implantation and
diamond patterning, we are no longer limited by the alignment accuracy of a two-step lithography
process; instead we are limited by the aperture size and the implantation straggle. Limitations
due to aperture size can be overcome by narrowing the aperture down to ∼1 nm via atomic
layer deposition,29 and limitations due to the ion scattering by the aperture sidewalls can be minimized by precise sample stage tilt control (±0.1◦ in our process) for perpendicular positioning of
the diamond surface with respect to the ion beam. The remaining limitation is the implantation
straggle of ∼20 nm for a ∼100 keV implantation beam according to SRIM simulations.30 We
demonstrate that our self-aligned lithography technique makes it possible to produce NV-cavity
systems with consistently high success probability. We also show high-yield creation of single NVs
in waveguide-integrated photonic cavities and report successful NV-cavity coupling with Purcell
induced intensity enhancement of the NV ZPL emission.
We created one dimensional waveguide-integrated photonic NV-cavity systems (Fig. 1) fabricated in a monolithic all-diamond approach for maximum NV dipole to cavity mode overlap.31
The cavity32 consists of a suspended 1D diamond photonic crystal (PhC) structure with triangular
cross section, with lattice constant a, hole parameters WX = 0.61a and WZ = 0.32a, beam width
W = 3.82a = 450 nm, and beam thickness h = 1.1a. The defect state is defined by a linear lattice
max
increase from 0.9a in the cavity center to a with constant increment of 0.02a. To reach a high FZPL
,
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the intended NV-cavity system. Perspective view of the all-diamond photonic waveguide of triangular
cross section, of beam width W and beam thickness h, and its integrated one dimensional photonic cavity, of lattice constant
a and hole parameters WX and WZ.

cavity parameters were optimized32 to obtain a low mode volume Vmode and for the fundamental
cavity resonance λ cav to overlap with the NV ZPL emission wavelength λ ZPL = 637 nm.
We integrated these NV-cavity systems into photonic waveguides to provide collection capability for NV photons into a single spatial mode, also enabling collection of photons coherent with
the NV state for entanglement mediation.15 One-sided cavity-waveguide coupling was achieved by
a discontinuity of the PhC on one side of the cavity after 10 periods (while it extends on the opposite side for 17 periods). Finite difference time domain (FDTD, Lumerical) simulations estimate
unloaded Q values of ∼30 000 and predict waveguide-loaded Q values of ∼500-800 with intended
cavity loss primarily into the single waveguide mode. We aimed to create a single NV, ideally at the
mode maximum of the cavity (Fig. 2), to couple with the cavity mode.
The sample was fabricated on a 2 × 2 × 0.5 mm3 electronic grade (N impurity below 5 ppb)
single-crystal bulk diamond chip (commercially available, Element Six) grown by microwave
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (MPECVD). We used the same 1 × 1 mm2 sized
mask for both N ion implantation and reactive ion etching. The mask patterns (waveguides, PhC
cavities, and implantation apertures) were defined in the same e-beam exposure on a 270 nm
silicon-on-insulator wafer (SOITEC) and transferred into the Si layer via a mixture of sulfur hexafluoride and oxygen reactive ion etching (RIE).33 This Si hard mask is shown in Fig. 3(a). In
addition to the photonic devices (Fig. 3(a), top), the mask also contains narrow rectangular holes
of less than 50 nm width (Fig. 3(a) inset bottom left) which we refer to as implantation apertures.
Their small width and high aspect ratio (270:40 = 6.75, where 270 nm is the thickness of the Si hard
mask, and 40 nm is the width of the implantation aperture as shown in Fig. 3(a) in the lower left

FIG. 2. Cavity field simulations. Map of the electric field intensity of the fundamental cavity mode in (a) plane (y = 0.55a)
and (b) cross section (z = 0). The white lines delineate the diamond, while the yellow areas (mode intensity values above
90% of the mode intensity maximum, i.e., above ∼32 a.u.) represent the 100 × 20 × 40 nm3 volume in which the NV has to be
created to reach 90% spatial overlap with the cavity field. The NV defect, with dipolar moment ⃗µ, is here ideally represented
at the cavity mode maximum.
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FIG. 3. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of Si mask and fabrication scheme. (a) Si mask for the production of arrays
of waveguide-integrated NV-cavity systems. The bottom right inset shows an exemplary waveguide-integrated 1D photonic
cavity pattern, with the implantation aperture centered at its mode maximum (in this device the PhC holes were slightly
underdeveloped). The bottom left inset zooms into an implantation aperture. (b) Photonic pattern transfer into diamond via
vertical plasma etching. (c) Implantation of 15N ions. (d) Free-standing waveguide structures achieved via angular plasma
etching.37 (e) Resulting structure after Si mask removal and annealing. The red colored glow represents NV emission.

panel) prevent oxygen ion etching through them due to RIE lag.34 The transport of oxygen reactant
and etching byproduct is significantly attenuated along the high aspect ratio implantation aperture,35,36 leading to a negligible etching rate for the diamond surface in the aperture. On the other
hand, N ions from the implanter can easily pass through the aperture and implant into the diamond,
because the ion energy (100 keV) and chamber pressure (0.3 µTorr) are orders of magnitude larger
and smaller, respectively, than during plasma etching (10 mTorr, ∼40 V bias voltage). The photonic
features in the mask are relatively low in aspect ratio and are transferred during oxygen RIE into
the diamond as waveguides and PhC cavities.36 The rectangular implantation apertures are aligned
with the waveguide and cavity patterns, restricting the implantation volume solely to the predefined
mode maxima (Fig. 3(a) inset bottom right). Additional fabrication details were described in our
previous work.32
We released the Si mask membrane from the SOI chip in 49% hydrofluoric acid and transferred
it onto the diamond.18,33 The sample was then dry etched using an O2 plasma to a depth of ∼1.6 µm
(Fig. 3(b)). Subsequently we implanted 15N ions with an ion energy of 100 keV (predicted mean
penetration depth of 110 nm,30 chosen to match the depth of the cavity mode maximum) at a
dosage of 1011 N/cm2 (Fig. 3(c)). Using a ∼45◦ angled O2 plasma etching via the use of a Faraday
cage (Fig. 3(d))37 we undercut the photonic crystal structures to create free-standing waveguides of
triangular cross section. We removed the Si mask (Fig. 3(e)) by placing the sample in a hot KOH
solution. Finally, we annealed the diamond at 850◦ for two hours in an oxygen enriched atmosphere
to form NVs,38 for which we expect an N-to-NV conversion efficiency of ∼1-10%.39,40
Our fabrication process enables parallel fabrication of thousands of waveguides and PhC cavities (Fig. 4) with NVs at their mode maximum. Due to the stochastic nature41 of the implantation
and the N-to-NV conversion, the number of created NVs follows a Poissonian probability distribution f p(λ), where λ is the event rate. Implantation dose and aperture size were selected to create
a single NV per cavity on average; therefore, we expect a Poisson distribution with parameters
approaching Var(NNV) = ⟨NNV⟩ = 1 and a corresponding single NV-cavity system yield close to
f p(λ = 1) = e−1 ∼ 37%.
We first characterized the samples by room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) scans using a
scanning confocal microscope with 532 nm continuous-wave laser excitation. The PL was collected
into an optical fiber connected either to an avalanche photodiode or a spectrometer. Fig. 5(a) shows
a typical PL scan of an array of waveguides. With higher resolution PL scans around cavity centers,
as in Fig. 5(b), we identified local increases in fluorescence which indicate the potential presence
of an NV center. We verified NV centers by their unique fluorescence spectra with ZPL emission at
637 nm and a broad phonon side band, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
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FIG. 4. Fabricated diamond nanostructures. (a) Arrays of waveguides. (b) Representative free-standing waveguide with an
integrated waveguide-loaded photonic cavity. (c) Higher resolution image revealing the triangular cross section.

To quantify the number of NVs created in a given spot, we measured the photon emission
statistics using a Hanbury Brown Twiss (HBT) setup42 and normalized the resulting second-order
auto-correlation measurements g(2)(τ). We measured both the photon count rates at the NV position
and the background fluorescence to correct for the presence of uncorrelated background photon
emission.43,44 By fitting the zero-delay dip in the g(2)(τ) function, we evaluated the number of
emitting NV defects created per cavity. The anti-bunching dip in the g(2)(τ) function, observed at
zero time delay τ = 0, is the signature of a single photon emitter for g(2)(0) < 0.5 (Fig. 6(a), bottom)
1
or of n multiple single photon emitters of equal intensity for 1 − n+1
> g (2)(0) > 1 − n1 (Fig. 6(a),
3
top).
By repeating these measurements across the chip, we evaluated the number of cavities in which
a single NV was created, i.e., the NV-cavity yield we achieved. The histogram in Fig. 6(b) summarizes results sampled over 45 cavity centers. We observed a mean of ⟨N N V ⟩ = 0.44 NV centers per
spot with a variance of 0.51. The histogram is closely fit by a Poissonian probability distribution,
as expected, with a mean and variance of 0.39. We estimate a single NV-cavity system yield of
26 ± 1% (Fig. 6(b), blue) confirming the scalability of this fabrication method (close to the 37%
theoretical limit).
We investigated how well the NVs implanted through self-aligned apertures were coupled to
the cavities. These experiments were performed at room temperature and show NV-cavity coupling.
We focused the 532 nm laser at cavity centers and collected the emitted PL for spectral analysis to
infer both the cavity resonance frequency and Q factor. We compared “empty” cavities with cavities

FIG. 5. Optical characterization. (a) Fluorescence scan of suspended diamond waveguides. (b) High resolution PL scan
around a cavity center revealing a bright spot, identified as an NV center by PL spectral analysis (c) which featured a sharp
ZPL and broad phonon side band which are characteristic of the NV emission spectrum. At this particular cavity center, we
saw only the NV spectrum as no resonance was present.
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FIG. 6. Single NV implantation statistics. (a) Normalized second-order auto-correlation function measurements of a single
and a double NV centre. In the bottom plot, g(2)(0) ∼ 0.4 indicates that the fluorescence originates from a single NV center
(dotted line, g (2)(0) < 0.5), while the upper plot reads g(2)(0) ∼ 0.6 indicating the presence of a double NV center (dotted
lines, 0.5 < g (2)(0) < 0.67). Performing this discriminating experiment at 45 cavity centers we determined statistics about
the single NV creation efficiency. (b) Distribution of the number of NV defects per cavity evaluated on 45 sites, fitted to a
Poisson distribution.

that contained NVs. The PL spectrum of an empty cavity (Fig. 7(a)) reveals a cavity resonance close
to the targeted ZPL emission wavelength λ ZPL = 637 nm, and a waveguide-loaded Q factor of ∼260.
For cavities in which a single NV was created, we observed spectral overlap between the broadband fluorescence of the NV and the resonant frequency of the cavity which demonstrates coupling

FIG. 7. NV-cavity coupling characterization. (a) Measured fundamental cavity resonance in an NV deprived cavity. The inset
displays a Lorentzian fit estimating a corresponding Q factor of 261 and a resonance at 635 nm. (b) Spectral measurement
of an NV-cavity system rendering ZPL and cavity resonance both evident and detuned by only 2 nm. (c) Spectrum of an
NV-cavity system with suppressed resonance displaying a characteristic NV spectrum. Both ZPL and the accumulated phonon
sidebands are apparent. (d) Same system as in (c) with the polarizer tuned to maximize the cavity resonance. A Lorentzian fit
plotted in the inset yields a Q factor of 577 at a resonance of 638 nm.
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of the implanted NV to a cavity mode. Fig. 7(b) shows the spectrum of such an NV-cavity system,
with the NV typical spectral features, with an overlapping cavity resonance detuned from the ZPL
by a few nm. However, as mentioned, integration of NV-cavity centers for quantum entanglement
applications requires λ cav ≈ λ ZPL to reach significant Purcell enhancement FZPL. For one NV-cavity
system, nearly exact spectral overlap of the resonance with the ZPL was observed. Fig. 7(c) plots
its PL spectrum with a polarizer mounted in front of the spectrometer, filtering out the cavity resonance, and only transmitting NV fluorescence that is not modified by the cavity mode, revealing a
characteristic NV spectrum. In Fig. 7(d) the same system is plotted, but with the polarizer maximizing the cavity resonance, thus revealing the fluorescence from both the ZPL directly and scattered
through the cavity mode. We estimated the corresponding intensity enhancement to be ∼4.9 via the
ratio of cross-polarized intensities.
The demonstrated Purcell induced intensity enhancement is comparable to cavity induced
NV ZPL intensity values previously reported for waveguide-coupled NV-cavity systems.31,45,46
Although such enhancements are lower than those demonstrated for non-waveguide-coupled NVcavity systems,18,19 we emphasize that waveguide coupling is a requirement for entanglement
mediation of on-chip networks where waveguides provide photonic routing. Nevertheless, through
fabrication improvements and waveguide-coupling optimization, larger enhancement factors can
be expected. While waveguide coupling allows guided photon transfer for entanglement schemes,
it also reduces Q values and therefore further work could be directed towards the realization of
waveguide-integrated cavities where this trade-off is optimized for overall entanglement probability
between two waveguide-connected NV-cavity systems.
In summary, we have demonstrated a fabrication technique based on self-aligned ion implantation via a combined etching and implantation mask that allows tens of nanometers precision in
NV-to-cavity alignment while maintaining high parallel fabrication throughput. This process allows
targeted creation of single NV centers in complex photonic nanostructures, in particular at the
mode maximum of cavities embedded in arrays of photonic waveguides. We demonstrated that this
method enables the fabrication of NV-cavity systems with a yield of ∼26 % and verified NV-cavity
coupling with a ∼5-fold Purcell induced intensity enhancement of the NV ZPL emission.
Our work establishes that NV-nanocavity systems can be fabricated effectively by self-aligned
positioning of NVs into the cavity field maximum. Because of the great simplicity of implanting and
fabricating with the same mask, we expect that this process will accelerate work towards extended
on-chip photonic networks that could rapidly produce entanglement across multiple NV-cavity
systems for quantum networking and distributed quantum computing.
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Research PECASE (supervised by Gernot Pomrenke), the AFOSR Quantum Memories MURI, and
the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) Center for Distributed Quantum Information (CDQI).
Research carried out in part at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials, Brookhaven National Laboratory, which is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
under Contract No. DE-SC0012704. M.S. was supported in part also by the Hasler Stiftung. T.S.
was supported in part by the ARL CDQI. J.Z. would like to thank Ming Lu and Aaron Stein for their
advice and assistance.
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